
 

Daenerys Targaryen and Privacy of Minors 

 Daenerys Targaryen is a fictional character from George R.R. Martin’s A Song of 

Ice and Fire series. These books are written in the tradition of epic fantasy and are set in 

an imaginary world (Westeros) that mirrors our own world during the medieval period 

with a few magical elements and mythical creatures added in. Daenerys, or Dany as she 

is called in the series, is the last living Targaryen. The Targaryens first conquered 

Westeros with dragons and ruled until they were overthrown by Robert Baratheon. 

Dany’s family attempted to flee Westeros, as the royal children were going to be killed 

by the rebels. Only Dany and her abusive brother Viserys survived, however, and lived 

across the Narrow Sea in exile. Dany is sold by her brother to Khal Drogo and she 

becomes Khaleesi. After tragically losing her husband and unborn child, Dany puts three 

fossilized dragon eggs into Khal Drogo’s funeral pyre, then places herself into the fire. 

When the fire clears, Dany and her new three baby dragons emerge (Martin, 1996). She 

calls them her children and swears to care for them as well as those in her khalasar who 

did not abandon her after the Khal’s death. In A Clash of Kings (1999) and A Storm of 

Swords (2000) Martin reveals even more of Dany’s caring nature. Dany is now “The 

Mother of Dragons” and later, after freeing thousands of slaves, she is called Mhysa by 

her new people, which means mother. Because Dany is one of the most caring, 

humanistic characters in the novels, we will use the ethics of care. Dany’s ethics align 

with the ethics of care in that she sees herself not as a sovereign ruler who can do 

whatever she pleases, but rather someone who must care for her subjects, her children 

(Martin, 2011, p. 151). Dany clearly illustrates using the ethics of care as she has freed 



the slaves of three ancient cities and has chosen to adopt them and make them her people: 

“Care ethics includes concern for transforming the structures within which practices of 

care take place so that they are no longer oppressive…” (Held, 2008, p. 51).  

 Using the ethics of care, what would Daenerys Targaryen think of the protection 

of the privacy of minors that U.S. libraries and information centers have in place now? 

According to the ALA Code of Ethics, Article III states that libraries should protect the 

privacy of users (Intellectual Freedom Manuel, 2008). But privacy for minors is a blurry 

issue. On the one hand, libraries and information centers still want to protect patron 

privacy (even if the patrons are underage). However, depending on the state, libraries 

must release minors’ information to their parents if directly asked, though the American 

Library Association discourages it (American Library Association, 2012). How would 

Dany’s ethics of care apply here? Dany would not just see her patrons as simple users, 

she would see them all as children to be cared for, most especially the younger children 

whom she would want to protect. In order to reverse possible oppression of parents 

limiting a minor’s choice in the information they can access through the library, Dany 

would make a decision based on care ethics values, “values such as trust, empathy, 

sensitivity mutual consideration, solidarity, and responsiveness to need” (Held, 2008, p. 

51). With these values, Dany would limit the amount of minor patron information that 

could be recorded and released in the library or information center’s policy.  
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